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Discussion Following Ellis's Paper 

J. W. Warwick: Have you a deductive theory of 
Jupiter's magnetosphere? 

Answer: Yes, the scale height is the sensitive param
eter of the theory, and for Jupiter must correspond to 
5000 OK instead of the 1000 OK of the Earth's magne
tosphere . 

S. Silver: Is there reason to suppose that there is a 
magnetosphere s tructure around Jupiter? 

Answer: Yes. It depends on the temperature. 
C. Sagan: What about Jupiter V, the innermost 

satellite? 
Answer: There may be possible effects, depending 

on the electron density profile in the magnetosphere . 
J. A. Roberts: The field lines intersecting Jupiter V 

may be too low in latitude to correspond to observable 
effects. 

C. Sagan: Does the existence of a satellite atmos
phere fit your theory? 

Answer: Yes. 
I . Shapiro: Does 10 rotate fast enough to have its 

own field? 
Answer (by C. Sagan); Maps of the Galilean satel

lites exist and show that they all rotate synchronously. 

(Paper 69012-583) 

Results of Recent Investigations of Jupiter's 
Decametric Radiation 

T. D. Carr, S. Gulkis, A. G. Smith, J. May, G. R. Lebo, D. 1. Kennedy, and H. Bollhagen 

Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Florida, Gainesville, Fla. 

The activity of Jupiter's decametric radiation appears to be greatest between 5 and 10 Mc/s, but 
measurements made below 10 Mc/s are subject to large ionospheric errors. No significant change in 
rotation period has appeared since 1960. The effect of the satellite 10 as reported by Bigg has been 
corroborated. Marked variations in axial ratio with System III longitude were observed, from which 
estimates were made of the meridians of the poles. A ray·tracing study was made of the focusing of 
radiation escaping from possible Jovian field·alined ducts. The effect of asymmetrical stop zones is 
discussed. A possible explanation of the influence of 10 is offered. 

1. Introduction 

Systematic observations of the decametric radiation 
from Jupiter have been conducted by the University 
of Florida group at Gainesville since 1956, and at the 
Maipu Radioastronomical Observatory in Chile since 
1959. Monitored recordings are regularly made with 
simple calibrated radiometers at several fixed fre
quencies between 5 and 52 Me/s. Intensities of the 
circular polarization components are measured at 
three of the frequencies. Recordings of the dynamic 
spectra and detailed structure of bursts are made 

during the more intense noise storms. The purpose 
of this paper is to present some of the more recent 
results of the observational program, and of related 
theoretical investigations. 

2 . Average Spectra 
One of the objectives of the program has been the 

determination of the average spectral distribution of 
the decametric radiation occurring during an entire 
apparition. Such a spectrum is shown in figure 1. 
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In order to illus trate the relationship be tween the 
decameter-wavele ngth region and the other parts of 
Jupiter's radio s pectrum, the decimeter-wavelength 
and thermal regions have also bee n included. Since 
the decameter radiation is highly sporadic, the curve 
for the peak flux densities lies considerably above that 
for the average. 

There is cons iderab le uncertainty regarding the 
spectra below 10 Mc/s, due to the proximity of the 
ionospheric c ritical frequ ency. The smooth curves 
for the decameter region were obtained in 1961 [Carr 
et aI., 1964]; points obtained more rece ntly are also 
shown. The max imum activity, as observed at ground 
level between midnight and dawn during the years of 
minimum sunspot number, a pparently occurs between 
5 and 10 Mc/s. Whether or not future observations 
to be made from above the ionos phere will reveal 
that the true maximum lies at a s ignificantly lower 
frequency than thi s re mains to be see n. 

Figure 2 suggests that the true maximum could 
indeed occur at a lower frequency. This figure is a 
scatter diagram of the peak flux densities of a series 
of Jupiter noise burs ts at 6.3 Mc/s as a function of the 
F region critical frequency for the ordinary mode in 
the terrestrial ionosphere . Jupiter was near the zenith 
at the times of observation, and the sunspot number 
was close to its minimum. The figure suggests that 
ionospheric attenuation of the 6. 3-Mc/s signals was 
quite severe whenever the criti cal frequency exceeded 
the relatively low value of 2.5 Mc/s. It would there
fore seem that flux de nsity measure me nts from be neath 
the ionosphere at frequencies less tha n 10 Mc/s can 
serve only as lower limits, unless adequate correction 
can be made for attenuation. 

3. Periodicities 

Although the occurrence of the Jovian decameter 
radiation appears superficially to be random , statis
tical analyses have revealed three pronounced pe rio
dicities . These are (a) the System III rotation period , 
(b) the period of the satellite 10 in its orbital motion 
about Jupiter , and (c) the ll-year pe riod of the sunspot 
cycle . 

Plots of the probability of occurre nce ot the radia
t.ion as a function of the Sys te m III longitude of the 
ce ntral meridian usuall y indicate three major so urce 
zones, as shown in fi gure 8. The sources are eas ily 
recognizable at the higher freq ue ncies. They grow 
wider as the frequency is reduced , a nd be low about 
15 Mc/s become poorly defined . Their positions 
appeared to re main fixed in terms of System III lon
gitude until 1960. Since 1960, however, they have 
drift ed toward higher longitudes a t the rate of about 11 0 

per year. The implication is that the rotation period 
of the radio sources increased rather abruptly by about 
1 sec in 1960, and has remained essentially constant 
since that time_ These results have been presented 
in detail by Smith et aI., [1965]. More recent result s, 
through the 1964 apparition, indicate no further change 
in the rotation period. 

A striking correlation of the Jovian deca metric ac· 
tivity with the position of the satellite 10 was discov
ered by Bigg [1964]. The recent reexamination of all 
the Florida and Chile data has resulted in the complete 
corroboratioJ.1 of Bigg's findin gs. These result s, to· 
gether with evi dence for a similar but less pronounced 
influence by the satellites Gannymede and Europa, 
have been presented by Lebo et aI., [1965]. 

It has long bee n know n that an inve rse correlation 
exis ts between the yearly averages of Jupit er activity 
and su nspot number. Recently obtained result s 
from the 1964 apparition indicate a continued rise 
in Jupiter activity. The minimum in Jupiter activity 
lagged the sunspot maximum by about a year. It 
will be of interes t to determine whether a simil ar lag 
exis ts between the Jupiter activity maximum and the 
sunspot minimum. 
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4. Polarization 
Extensive measurements of the intensities of the 

right and left circular components of the Jupiter radi:.!
tion have been made at the University of Florida and 
in Chile. Typical noise bursts are a second or so 
in duration. The apparent axial ratio, a , which is 
measured for each burst, is given by 

In this expression Sf, and SR are the flux densities of 
the left and right circular components of the burst 
peak, not including the contribution from the galactic 
background. The magnitude of the apparent axial 
ratio is less than or equal to that of the true axial ratio, 
being less if an unpolarized component is present. 
There is usually a fairly large random variation in 
the values of a for successive bursts; however, it has 
been found that smoothing can reveal significant 
variations. 

Carr et aI., [1961] demonstrated that at 22.2 Mc/s 
the algebraic averages of a for the three major source 
zones varied slightly but significantly_ The right cir
cular component was predominant for all three , but 
source C displayed the greatest tendency toward left
handedness. Dowden [1963] showed that there was 
a pronounced variation in the smoothed values of a 
with respect to longitude at 10 Mc/s, the polarization 
sense actually changing with longitude. 

Figure 3 shows some results of observations at 22.2 
Mc/s in Florida and in Chile during 1962 and 1963. 
The algebraic averages of a over 20° longitude inter
vals are plotted with respect to System III longitude. 
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Although a definitely became POSItIve in a region of 
low activity near 360°, this portion of each curve is 
rather poorlv defined. 

Figure 4 illustrates the same type of results for 
15.8-Mc/s observations made in Chile during 1962 and 
1963. It should be noted that these two curves are 
remarkably similar, except that the one for 1963 is 
displaced 10° to 20° toward higher longitudes relative 
to that for 1962. This displacement is presumably 
due to the slight error in the assumed rotation period. 

Preliminary results at 10 Mc/s are presented in 
figure 5. The curve in this case was obtained from 
the observations of only 1 month; it is nevertheless 
surprisingly regular. 
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An averaged curve for eac h of the three frequ encies 
is shown in figure 6, co rrection having been made for 
the yearly longitude drift. It is see n tha t the longitude 
zone in whic h the polarization se nse is left hand wide ns 
as the freque ncy is redu ced, until a t 10 Mc/s it is 
almos t 180° wid e . 

Figure 7 shows the di s tribution of apparent axial 
ratio valu es of individual burs ts a t 10, 15.8, a nd 22.2 
Mc/s. Although the mos t proba ble axial ra tio valu es 
we re about ± 0. 55 for 10 Mc/s and a bout - 0.45 for 
the higher freque nc ies, the values ± 1.0 occ urred 
relatively ofte n. This fi gure clearly s hows the in
c rease in the rela tive number of left-hand bursts whic h 
occurs whe n the freque ncy is decreased. 
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In several of the theories whic h have been suggested 
to account for the radiation, e mission occurs in the 
extraordinary mode, at or near the local elec tron gyro
frequ ency. The magnetic field is assumed to be that 
of a dipole which is inclined about 10° with r espect to 
the rota tional axi s and is offset from the center of the 
planet. Assuming that no reflec tions occ ur, that the 
extrao rdinary mode remains predominant, and that 
the early propagation is more or less along the field 
lines, ce rta in ge ne ra liza tions can be made regarding 
the magne tic poles. One can conclude that the fi eld
source and field- sink poles mus t li e near the longi
tudes at the centers of the regions of r ight-ha nd and 
left-hand polarization , respec tively, in fi gure 6. The 
System III longitude of the fi eld-source pole in 1963 
would thus have been about 215°, and that of the fi eld
sink pole about 35°. Observations of the synchrotron 
radiation at decime ter wavele ngths have indi cated 
that the geographic north and south poles are a t Sys te m 
III longitudes of about 200° and 20°, respec ti vely. 
Thu s the magne tic poles on Jupiter a ppear to be 
ori ented oppositely, rela tive to the geogra phic poles, 
from the way they are on ear th. The highes t fre 
quency at which the decametric r adia tion has bee n 
obtained is about 40 Mc/s. It is clear from fi gure 6 
that any radiation occurring at 40 Mc/s mus t have been 
polarized in the right-hand sense . We can thu s con
clud e that the surface value of the magnetic fi eld 
intensity at the fi eld-source pole is a t leas t 14 G. On 
the other hand, fi gure 6 sugges ts that the c utoff fre
quency for the left circ ular compone nt is not far fro m 
28 Mc/s, indicating that th e fi eld at the sink pole is a t 
leas t 10 G. The magne ti c dipole mu st therefore be 
di splaced from the center of the pla net toward th e 
fi eld-source pole, as was also concluded by Dowden 
[1963]. 

Figure 8 shows the rela ti ons hi p be t ween the longi
tude di s tributions of occurrence probability a nd 
apparent axial ratio. The assumed longitudes of the 
source and sink poles are indicated. The meridian 
of the fi eld-source pole passes be twee n radiation 
sources A and B. Source C seems to lie largely in 
the opposite he misphere, but its center does not occur 
very close to the meridi an of the field-sink pole. 

Polarization measure me nts of the radi ation from 
Jupiter at 6.3 Mc/s were made in 1964 from a deep 
valley near the Arecibo Ionospheric Observatory in 
Puerto Rico. Despite the shi elding afforded by the 
valley walls, and the prevailing near-optimum condi
tions for propagation through the ionosphere, mos t of 
the recordings were unusable because of excessive 
atmospheric noise from local thunderstorms . Never
theless, some interes ting effec ts were observed_ On 
one occasion, an unusually long Jovia n noise storm 
persis ted from before dawn until after s unri se. At 
the start, the right circ ular co mponent was s tronger 
than the left. However , as the criti cal freque ncy in
creased, the right circular co mpone nt grew progres
sively weaker rela tive to the left circ ular component, 
as shown in fi gure 9. The effect was presumably 
caused by the selec tive absorption of the right circular 
(extraordinary) co mpone nt as the ionization increased _ 
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This bears out the earlier conclusion that results of 
observations at the lower frequencies are likely to be 
misleading if corrections for ionospheric effects are 
not made. 

Another interesting observation made at Arecibo 
was that the noise bursts apparently lengthen when 
the frequency is lowered sufficiently. The durations 
of most of the bursts at 6.3 Mc/s ranged from about 
10 to 100 sec, while at 10 Mc/s or higher, the majority 
were between 1 and 10 sec in length. 

5, Theoretical Studies of Propagation in 
the Jovian Magnetosphere 

Carr [1962] has suggested that field-alined layers of 
slightly enhanced ionization in Jupiter's magneto
sphere may strongly influence the propagation of the 
radiation produced at high latitudes. Rays which 
were initially trapped beneath a layer would escape 
from the duct when the transverse electron density 
gradient became insufficient to bend the ray along the 
field line. A partial focusing would occur upon es
cape, and rays of different frequencies would escape 
in slightly different directions. This effect, com
bined with the rotation of the planet and assumed 
departures of the field configuration from that of a 
symmetrically oriented dipole, could account qual
itatively for several of the observed phenomena. 

Gulkis [1965] recently carried out a quantitative 
investigation of the focusing of the radiation escaping 
from a field-alined duct. He used a ray-tracing pro
cedure patterned after that employed by Yabroff [1961] 
for whistler studies. A dipole field with its axis 
tipped 10°, and a magnetosphere containing a duct 
having a Gaussian profile were assumed. Ray trac
ings were made for each of many combinations of 
frequency, initial wave normal direction, ambient 
electron density distribution, magnetic field intensity, 
and the strength, thickness, and location of the duct. 
Duct enhancement factors as low as 20 or 30 percent 
were found to be effective. Focusing occurred for 
certain seemingly plausible combinations of the adjust
able parameters. A change in frequency of more 
than 1 or 2 Mc/s was necessary in order to change 
the direction of the focused rays appreciably; it ap
pears significant that this is the approximate bandwidth 
of the observed noise bursts. Calculations indicated 
that the presence of the duct increased the intensity 
of the radiation in the direction of focusing by about 
12 dB above what it would have been without the duct. 

As expected, it was found that as either of the poles 
approached the central meridian, the frequency of 
the radiation focused toward the earth drifted to higher 
values. After the pole crossed the central meridian 
the direction of frequency drift reversed. The cal
culated rate of frequency drift was of the same order 
of magnitude as the observed values. Since only the 
extraordinary mode was assumed to be present initially, 
waves of opposite senses of elliptical polarization would 
originate from opposite sides of the magnetic equator. 
It was concluded that the field-alined duct model 
could readily be adjusted to predict several of the 
observed phenomena on a semiquantitative basis. 

Radiation generated in a planetary magnetosphere 
in the extraordinary mode at or below the local elec
tron gyrofrequency normally cannot escape. It is 
confronted by a stop zone, i.e., a region in which the 
refractive index is imaginary [Booker, 1962]. For 
propagation along a field line, the inner stop-zone 
boundary occurs where the gyrofrequency equals the 
wave frequency. The thickness of the stop zone 
depends upon both the magnetic field anq the electron 
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density; the thickness would decrease if the electron 
density were decreased or if the magne tic fi eld were 
increased. The Doppler·shifted gyroradiation in the 
Ellis-McCulloch [1963] theory can escape provided the 
shift is to a high enough freque ncy. In such a case, 
the region in which the radiation is emitted lies out· 
side the outer stop·zone boundary. 

In two of the other e mission models which have been 
proposed, the radiation has been assumed to result 
from the Cere nkov process and from amplified whis· 
tlers, respectively. The stop zone would prevent 
escape in either case, according to the usual magneto· 
ionic theory. However, Piddington [1960] refers to 
possible ways in which radiation emitted in the ex· 
traordinary mode might penetrate the stop zone in the 
case of solar radiation. In these processes, the 
extraordinary waves are assumed to create ordinary 
waves at the s top zone, and the latter readily escape . 
If thi s is indeed taking place in Jupiter 's magneto· 
sphere, then our earli er conclusions regarding the types 
of poles at the two specified longitudes are incorrec t. 
Thus the pole at 2150 longitude would be the fi eld·sink 
rather than the fi eld· source pole. 

Gulkis [1965] has pointed out that for all three 
models, i.e ., Doppler-shifted cyclotron emission , 
Cerenkov emission , and escaped whistlers, a decrease 
in the s top·zone thickness would increase the prob a· 
bility of emission. An asymmetrical fi eld could thus 
give ri se to an asymmetrical distribution of the r adi a· 
tion with respect to longitude. This effect might 
account in part for the longitude depe nde nce of the 
observed activity. 

The re markable influe nce of the sa tellite 10 in trig
gering the radiation from Jupiter may well provide the 
key leading to the solution of the mystery of the origin 
of the decame te r radiation. In one of the two con· 
figuration s of maximum emission probability, source B 
is on the central meridian and the orbital position angle 
of 10, relative to superior geocentric conjunc tion, is 
about 900 [Bigg, 1964; Le bo e t aI. , 1965]. In the othe r 
favorable configuration , source A is on the central 
meridian and the position a ngle of 10 is about 2400 • 

10 is thus close to the pos ition of maximum elongation 
in both cases . It is conceivable, although not very 
likely, that the phenomenon results from magne to· 
spheric tides raised by 10. One would expect two 
diametrically opposite tidal crests. As each of the 
troughs be tween the cres ts crossed the central me· 
ridian, the accompanying decrease in the thickness 
of the stop zone might allow radiation to escape toward 
the earth. 

We suggest another expla nation whic h is perha ps 
more plausible. 10 travels a mong the charged par· 
ticles trapped in Jupiter 's Van Alle n Belts. We 
assume tha t it has acquired an ionosphere of its own , 
partic ularly on its windward s ide. This ionosphere 
must be highly dia magneti c . The fi eld lines in 
Jupiter 's rota ti ng magne tosphere would thi s spread 
apart as they slip past 10, converging to their original 
positions on the other side . Trapped particles follow· 
ing the bulging field lines would be kept well outside 
lo's ionosphere, and would not collide with it. How-

ever, perturbation of the fi eld near 10 might somehow 
precipitate trapp~d electrons into Jupiter's ionosphere. 
One such possibility is that the changing field would 
accelerate certain electrons and would decelerate 
others; the lowered mirroring altitude of those ac 
celerated could result in their precipitation. 

There might thus be a continual dumping of particles 
which had been trapped along those fi eld lines pass
ing closest to 10. As Warwick has sugges ted [1963], 
the dumping of previously trapped particles into Jupi· 
ter's ionosphere might result in the e miss ion of Ceren
kov radiation. In Warwick 's ori ginal model, Cere nkov 
radiation from dumped electro ns is re fl ec ted from the 
top of the ionosphere back toward the earth. How· 
ever , we will assume that the radiation merely grazes 
the top of the ionosphere. The various rays from a 
point source in the region of dumping are refrac ted to 
a greater or lesser extent away from the planet, leaving 
a zone of shadow be neath a sharply defin ed ray e n· 
velope . Thi s bounding surface a pproaches a wide· 
a ngle cone at some di stance from the pla ne t. The 
angul ar width of the cone is only slightly less th an 
180°. The rays closest to it are essentially parallel. 
The layer of parallel rays sweeps pas t the earth whe n 
10 is near either of the two positions of maximum 
elongation, resultin g in the observed inc reases in 
ac tivity. The observed radiation would co me from 
regions near Jupiter 's limb rather than from the so· 
called "so urces" on the central meridian. 

It is not clear why suc h radi a tion s hould not be 
observed e ver y time 10 is near maximum elongation. 
The explana tion is very likely closely related to the 
geometrical effec ts of dipole tilt , dipole ecce ntricity, 
and dis tortion of the fi eld from th at of a true dipole. 
It seems significant in this connec tion that for both of 
the configurations resulting in maximum e mi ssion, the 
pole near 200° longitude lies between the meridi an of 
10 and the central meridian . S uc h mirror·image 
symmetry between the two configurations suggests a 
Simple geometrical explanation based on a tilted dipole. 
However, it would undoubtedly be cQ mplicated by 
other factors such as s top·zone asy mm e tri es and 
propagation anisotropy. 
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Discussion Following Carr et al.'s Paper 

J. A. Roberts: Are the ' other satellites over the 
same part of Jupiter as 10 when the low·frequency 
emission is stimulated? 

Answer: Probably not. 

(Paper 69DI2-584) 

Results From CSIRO, Sydney, Australia 
O. B. Slee and C. S. Higgins 

Radiophysics Laboratory, Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization, 

Sydney, Australia 

The CSIRO data at 19.7 Mc/s confirm in general terms the influence of 10 reported by Bigg 
[1964]. 

The major recent result has been the measurement of the angular size of the source of the 
bursts at 19.7 Mc/s. This continues earlier work [Slee and Higgins, 1963] in which the sources 
were not significantly resolved. The present observations were made near the oppositions of 1963 
and 1964, using baselines up to 12,700 wavelengths long. At the longest baselines the sources are 
well resolved (fig. 1), the apparent diameters ranging from 5 sec of arc to greater than 15 sec of 
arc. This variability is real. 
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FIGURE 1. Ranges of observed Jovian fringe visibility 
plotted against effect ive spacing of the intel!erometer. 

The curves represent the theoretical fri nge vis ibilities for Gauss ian sources 
of half-brightness sizes ( i ) 5 sec of arc . ( ii ) 10 sec of arc. and ( iii ) 15 sec of arc. 



At periods when the burs ts are similar at the two ends of the baseline, the fri nges are stable 
over periods of several minutes. In a typical example, the 42 fringes recorded over a period of 
several minutes indicated a sys te mati c moveme nt of less than 4 sec of arc, and a maximum scatter 
of ± 3 sec of arc. Thu s neither the size of the region in which s uccess ive bursts occurred, nor 
its sys tematic movement, exceeded 0.1 of the planetary diameter. 

Observation s of the increase in the angular size of other radio so urces seen through the 
ecl iptic suggest that interplane tary scattering can explain the observed angular sizes of the Jupite r 
bursts, and that the intrinsic size of the bursts is less than the apparent size. It is suggested that 
the scattering regions are 0.01 to 4.2 A.U. from the Earth. It is furthermore s ugges ted that the 
apparent burs t structure of the Jovian radiation is produced by scintillations occurring within 
0.01 A.U. of the Earth. 

Note added in proof: The authors now consider that the restri c tion of the e lectron irregularities respons ible for the 
sc intillations to a region within 0.01 A.U. of the Earth is probably not correct on account of focusing diffi culti es. In all 
probability, the observed angular sizes and the burstiness of the radiation are manifestations of a random diffraction process 
occurring between the Earth and Jupite r, although it is not certain that the same elec tron irregularities are res ponsible for 
both effects . 
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Discussion Following Slee and Higgins' Paper 

Frank Drake: J. N. Douglas has rece ntly shown that the direction of drifts observed over several 
stations revers es at times of Jupiter opposition. This reversal is consiste nt with the sources of 
the scintillations moving along with the solar wind outward from the Sun. The inferred scale of 
structures is hundreds of kilometers, and the s peeds are upwards of 1000 km/sec. This picture 
is consistent with our picture of interplanetary sc intillations observed in s mall radio sources by 

Hewish. 
(69D12-585) 

Frequency and Polarization Structure of Jupiter's 
Decametric Emission on a IO-Millisecond Scale 

James W. Warwick and Mark A. Gordon 

Astro-Geophysics Department, University of Colorado 

and 

High Altitude Observatory, Boulder, Colo. 

We Inese nt observations of decameter Jupiter emiss ion on a lO-m illiseco nd time base: AIt~r 
describin g the swept-frequency polarimeter we discuss polarization a~d spec tral characten s tlcs ill 

terms of propagation conditions along the ra y palh from JupIter to Areclbo. 

Formidable evidence has accumulated during the 
10 years of Jupiter decametric observations on the 
existence and reality of exceedingly short-lived and 
narrowband phenomena. On time scales from no 
longer than a few seconds down to a few milliseconds, 
these structures have bee n seen with a variety of dif
ferent techniques , from dynamic spectrographs, 
through multistation equipment, to wide-baseline 
interferometers. The major question that has been 
asked has been the source of the fluctuations: Is it 
lin the terrestrial ionosphere, in interplanetary space, 
or in or near the source of the radiation at Jupiter 

itself? The answer given generally has been that the 
interplanetary medium is responsible, the data thus 
suggesting fine structure in the solar wind plasma 
flowing out from the Sun. In fact some of the data 
(such as time shifts observed between data from mul
tiple stations) support this conclusion, but others do 
not (for example, failure of correlation at closely 
spaced stations, and some of the s tructures on dy
namic spectra). 

With these problems in mind we decided to inves ti 
gate the fast-time evolution of the spectrum with as 
complete a determination of the s tate of polarization 
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ofthe waves as we could establish. We were fortunate 
to be able to use the Arecibo 1000-ft dish for this work, 
with a broadband, crossed-polarization, log-periodic 
dipole feed designed by Collins Radio Company for 
the Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories. 
With this combination, Jupiter's decametric emission 
could be probed over a wide frequency range, with 
high speed, and satisfactory polarimetry. 

A suitable receiver did not exist, and in fact , since 
we considered that the polarization objectives were 
very important, we had to invent one for the task. 

We had found that terrestrial Faraday effect was a 
common aspect of our more limited data taken in Boul
der with the slow dynamic spectrograph (see fig. 1). 
The existence of this well-established effect suggested 
the format for our eve ntual Arecibo receiver. In the 
Earth's ionosphere, even at subequatorial latitudes 
such as that of Puerto Rico, at 30 Mc/s the propagation 
modes are quasi-longitudinal over a wide range of e. 
Since the terrestrial Faraday effect results from the 
differential phase path developed between the ordinary 
and extraordinary modes (which have opposite circular 
polarization), by observing Jupiter in these modes we 
can eliminate the effects of our ionosphere. A polar
imeter that determines only two intensities cannot 
establish the complete EM state of the incoming waves_ 
It is necessary by some means to measure the phase 
difference between the circular modes as well. Fur
thermore , the intensity of the waves that are uncor
related between the two circular modes must be 
established so that we can measure any unpolarized 
component of the incident radiation. 

We have combined these various functions into a 
single spectrographic receiver in the following way. 
If we combined the outputs of the two circular an
tennas, the resultant signal would represent the signal 
received by a single linear dipole. The position angle 
of the dipole is de termined by the phase difference 
between the ordinary and extraordinary mode anten-

40- , 

0630 U., oilo 
13 Sep1ember 1963 

FIGURE 1. Faraday effect in Jupiter's decametric em.ission (War
wick and Dutk, 1964)'. 

The Faraday fringes are neaTly horizontal dark s treaks which are widely spaced in fre
quency at high frequency, 36 Me/s, but become closely spaced towards 20 Me/s. The 
curved diagonal whit e streaks arc inte rfe rometer fringes, whose origin is purel y ins tru 
menta l. 

nas. We actually combine the 0 and E modes through 
a 100-m length of coaxial cable. Therefore , as a 
function of frequency, the phase difference between 
o and E changes linearly in an easily predicted way. 
The combined 0 and E signal therefore represents 
what would be seen by a spatially rotating dipole 
making about four complete revolutions as our receiver 
sweeps from 24 to 36 Mc/s. A compromise is , of 
course, involved, in that we do not observe the com
plete state of polarization at all frequencies in this 
range. We must assume that the polarization is con
stant over approximately 2 Mc/s of the swept range 
(the fringe separation as a function of frequency). 
As an alternative to assuming constancy of the polariza
tion, we might assume that we know the mechanism 
that causes the polarization to vary. For example, it 
might be terrestrial Faraday effect. We might then 
use this effect to predict what the records should 
look like. The point is that we do not necessarily 
neLd to know the polarization at intervals as close 
as 2 Mc/s or less in order to determine completely the 
state of the incoming radiation. 

Our receiver operates on a time-shared basis be
tween the following configurations: (a) combined 
(rotating linear dipole); (b) left circular; (c) right 
circular. The sequence is (a), (b), (a), (c), (a), etc., 
with each sweep in a given mode requiring 10 msec to 
complete. 

The presentation is on 35-mm film, with the two 
circular states together occupying about half the width 
of the film, and the rotating linear display on the other 
half. There are separate oscilloscopes for each of the 
two halves, and they are simultaneously photographed 
on a continuously moving film. With an upper limit 
of only 0.04 sec for events to be completely resolved 
in time we are able to record Tau A as a control for 
sensitivity and standing-wave ratio. In fact, the radio 
star produces a perfectly smooth broadband record, 
just as we would expect if our equipment operates 
properly. This confirms the measurements we have 
been able to carry out of its performance by lab
oratory studies of the quadrature hybrid combiner, 
and field studies (made from the "vertex" of the 
1000-ft dish) of the cross-polarization response of the 
Collins log-periodic feed . . The isolation between the 
crossed elements exceeds 25 dB. 

In virtually all the data we recorded, with but very 
few exceptions, our equipment did not impose any 
limitations resulting from the time between sweeps. 
Out of 19 recorded Jupiter events, taken on a total of 
37 nights of observations in October, November, and 
December 1964, we had only three cases of bursts 
faster than the 0.04-sec sweep repetition rate. We 
shall return to the most important of these in a moment. 

First of all, however, we will exhibit data typical of 
the great majority of our observations_ Figure 2 shows 
the linear dipole record at the top, above the two 
narrower strips from the circular antennas. The 
middle record is the left-circular state. Note the rela
tive separateness of the individual sweeps from the 
circular antennas, a result, of course, of the program
ming of the sweeps. 
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FIGURE 2. Arecibo swept/requency polarimeter record at 0154 
UT, 10 December 1964. 

Each of the three st rips covers the range 24 to 37 Mc/s. The total le ngth of the record 
is about J5 sec (see text lor further description). 

This equipment also ran, at much wider bandwidth, 
on simple dipoles against a ground screen in Boulder. 
Even on those poorer records the phenomena of this 
event were clearly visible: slow variations in the in
tensity, and complex structure in frequency. Espe
cially, note the narrow-bandwidth, high-frequency strip 
of isolated emission. We should mention in particular 
that for almost all of these records from Arecibo we 
have matc hing records made in Boulder; the identifica
tion of these bursts as Jupiter bursts is therefore 
virtually certain in all cases . 

Because we have, in effect , a rotating linear antenna, 
we can by appropriate choice and location of the delay 
line in a circular channel, speed up or slow down the 
Faraday rotation of an eventually fixed polarization 
ellipse in the record. On the linear s trip, one can see 
the Faraday fringes clearly_ Note , for example, their 
variation in frequency; they are spaced more closely 
at 24 Mc/s than at 30 Mc/s. As we had already con
cluded from the Boulder records of this phenomenon 
on other occasions, this kind of record is in general 
completely consistent with the assumption that all of 
the Faraday effect occurs in the Earth's ionosphere , 
which is a puzzling conclusion in view of the facts of 
Jupiter's strong magnetic field and ionosphere_ 

The two circular s tates also show strong and variable 
structure independent of the Faraday effect shown on 
the linear record. Note, how ever , that the structure 
of the circ ular polarization does appear as modulation 
on the linear c hannel. The right-hand signal is con
sistently stronger than the left-hand , which confirm s 
and extends to high frequency the earlier determina
tions of the ellipticity and sense of the decametric 
emISSIOn. 

Figures 3 and 4 show a de tailed co mparison of the 
structure in frequency in the c irc ular s tates. Despite 
the complication of the struc ture, it is in fact ide ntical 
on the two channels , Land R. The emission therefore 
is elliptical with roughly constant axial ratio and orien
tation as a function of frequency above 24 Mc/s. This 
result is consiste nt with the previous Boulder result. 
The striking periodicity in frequency suggests a 
standing-wave effect, perhaps a combination of direct 
and reflected waves from Jupiter or perhaps elliptical 

FIGURE 3. A detail of the record from 0212 UT, 10 December 1964. 
Immediately adjacent records in the L a nd R s tal es are co mpared (see text ). 

FIGURE 4. Same as figu re 3, but at 0154 UT(see text). 

Faraday effe ct. The effec t mos t likely occurs at 
Jupiter. 

We found an especially persistent case of ex tremely 
fas t variations on 17 October 1964. Figure 5 shows 
thi s event as it appeared in Boulder. Note the sharp 
high-frequency cutoff above 28 Mc/s, and the narrow
band e mission at this frequency. Figure 6 shows the 
early phase of the event at Arecibo, when a steady 
source appeared together with very rapid variations. 
Later on, this event had only rapid variations, but we 
believe that the combination of this early steady source 
alongside bursts with high-speed modulation, demon
strates that the fast bursts originate in or near Jupiter. 
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FIGURE 5, Boulder spectrogram of Jupiter emission on 17 October 1964 (see text), 
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FIGURE 6. Arecibo record near 0544 UT, 17 October 1964. 
Note the narrowband. but smooth emissions in the form of lanes or paths. These 

are right-elliptically or circularly polarized. as are indeed the remaining fast bursts that 
appear on this record. 
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The propagation path from Jupiter to us must be 
virtually identical for the two kinds of emission. Only 
at the source itself could such a difference arise. 

Figure 7 shows the same event a few minutes later, 
when there are only high-speed fluctuations, and no 
steady source. 

3 Righl Hond "'I'~"""""".IIi''''I''''''~~~'¥'''''{~'''''''''_ Me/s 
Circular .... -.....:~.~;t;t .. >1: • ..;.~C\ , ' ......... \"£ .... ~l~ "....oI..a.: It. •• ...!:.Jiil .<-# = - 25 

Figure 8 illustrates the way in which the high-speed 
burst appears alternately on successive spectral scans 
in the different polarization modes. Half as many 
pips appear on the Land R channels as a result of the 
time-sharing scheme. [Note that the burst of figure 7 
appear many more times (8 or 10 on L + R) than does 
the idealized drifting burst of our sketch.] A very 
strong burst that persists during the three sweeps 
would likely appear, regardless of polarization, on all 
three channels . Therefore, it is difficult for us to make 
a detailed statement about the nature of the polariza
tion variations in just one isolated burst. The fre-

-------8Seconds-------

FIGURE 7. 0544 UT, 17 October 1964. 
Fast bursts. drifting at 25 Me/52, appear alte rnately on all three traces (see text), 
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quency-cirift rate is another inatter; it is in (he sense 
from high to low frequencies , and amounts to 5 to 
35 Mc/s2 • The bursts obviously occur over and over 
again with very si milar drift rates . 

We can , however, speak of the polarization varia
tions in frequency because of the statistical proper
ties of the bursts . Figure 9 shows the 17 October 
events a few minutes later, when the occurrence of 
bursts seems to aline the pips, especially on the com
bined channel. This strongly implies that the polari
zation of the bursts varies with frequency in a way that 
is stable in time for, at first, only a few seconds, but 
then, in later minutes of the event, long periods of 
time involving literally hundreds or thousands of 
burs ts. We conclude, in other words, that the bursts 
are strong at a given frequency because the polariza
tion ellipse is parallel to our dipole at that frequency, 
and not because our receiver happened to be tuned 
to the particular frequency of the burst at that exact 
mome nt. To repeat, the altern atives are that the 
time of beginning of each burst would have to be 
correlated with the sweep of the receiver or the burs t 
polarization varies in a consis tent way with frequency, 
but re mains almost constant in time . 

The L channel is weaker than the R channel, in 
general but not in detail, as can be seen, for example, 
in figure 10. In fact, whe n one looks at this record 
in order to compare the frequencies at which the pips 
occur, one finds that they are anticorrelated between 
Land R (figs . 10 and 11). One cause of s uc h an effect 
might be the speed with which the burs ts fli ck across 
our range (mentioned above), whic h might imply an 
alternation between Land R. The difficulty with 
this explanation is that the bursts line up, clearly on 
L + R, and also probably on Land R separately. 

The peaks of the structure are s trongest on the R 
record; at the time of a burst on the L record, however, 
the burst is stronger there than the emission simul
taneously appearing on the R record. An average over 
a few tenths of a second of this kind of record would 
therefore resemble fixed-frequency polarimetric 

L+R L+R L+R L+R 

I t \ j 
L L 

r R ~ R 

t I 

.04 seconds 

FIGURE 8. ILLustration of the way in which the high-speed burst 
appears alternately on successive spectral scans in the different 
polarization modes. 

--

FIGURE 9. 0611 UT, 17 October 1964. 
Fast burs ts, with quite si milar drift rates, occur in alined patterns on the rotating linear 

trace (see te xt ). 

1 Warwick, J. , and C. Dulk (1964), Faraday rotation on decamelric rad io e miss ions from 
Jupiter, Scie nce 145, 380-383. 

2 Left Hand 
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3 Righi Hand == 
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F IGURE 10. 0615 UT, 17 October 1964. 
Fast bursts, s howing aiinemenl s as in figure 8: the burst pa tt e rn s on the Land R traces 

arc an ticorre la tcd (see text, and fig. 10). 

FIGURE II. 061 5 UT, 1 7 October 1964. 
A very much enlarged portion or the Land R traces , which have been s uperimposed. 

The R trace is the heavy lines. the L. the lighter ones. 
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records as already described in the literature. Note, 
also, that mixed polarization events as previously 
described could also result from this kind of fine 
structure in time and frequency. 

It seems probable that the anticorrelation of fre
quency-periodic Land R in this case indicates a dif
ferent species of Faraday effect from the one that 
occurs in the Earth's ionosphere. The Jupiter effect 
distorts a wave with an initial polarization in an ellip
tical mode into a wave whose polarization sense, axial 
ratio, and orientation vary periodically with frequency. 
For this effect to take place the base states describing 
modal propagation at Jupiter should be orthogonal ellip
tical modes. Because the L-R polarization balance 
favors R, we can conclude that the base modes are 
elliptical (albeit with large axial ratio) rather than 
linear. If we measure all parameters of the Land R 
records we can in principle determine the polarization 
of the wave that initiates the Faraday effect, and the 
direction of propagation with respect to the magnetic 
field. 

Figures 6, 7, 9, and 10 show successive phases in 
the development of Jupiter emission on 17 October 
1964. The progression, from clearly separate bursts 
to swarms of nearly overlapping bursts, suggests that 
we consider seriously whether Jupiter emission con
sists of a superposition of myriads of such micro
bursts. Despite such a record, we also, however, 
have to confront data such as those at the outset of 
this day's record, when little or no variation in intensity 
was to be seen in one component of the emission. 

Two or more mechanisms may be present, or per
haps the microbursts represent only a propagation 
effect, a kind of scintillation in Jupiter's ionosphere. 
If we follow that reasoning for a moment, the structures 
might represent wedges or waves in Jupiter's atmos
phere. The angular distance through which Jupiter 
rotates over the duration of a burst would correspond 
to fine structure in the angular emission pattern from 
a coherently excited source region on Jupiter. Ac
cording to this description, the "burst" is in reality 
emission into a kind of antenna lobe swept past the 
earth by the rotation of Jupiter. 

Jupiter rotates about 0.04 sec of arc per millisecond 
of time. Suppose a coherently excited source region 

was big enough (on rare occasions) to extend over a 
large enough distance that could produce an angular 
fine structure corresponding to 0.04 sec of arc. There 
are 2 X 105 sec of arc per radian, so that 0_04 sec of 
arc implies a distance of 2 X 105/0.04 = 5 X 106 wave
lengths. At 30 Mc/s, this distance is 50,000 km, 
a substantial fraction of 1 Jupiter radius (= 71,000 km). 
What we must conclude is that coherent excitation of 
the emission "Would have to take place over areas nearly 
as large as the visible surface of the planet! This 
may already defeat such a proposal; a shattering defeat 
would have required a coherence distance larger than 
the planet. If there were fine structure much shorter 
than 1 msec it would rule out the mechanism. How
ever, from our data taken at their face value, the region 
of coherence might be as small as only 5,000 km 
(10-msec bursts). 

Actually, that planetary-scale phenomena might be 
involved appears to us as an attractive feature. We 
note, for example, the tiny size of the satellite 10, 
yet its longitudinally wide range of influence on the 
decametric emission. Launched from regions per
haps only a few kilometers in dimension, particles 
stimulated by 10 project through over 400,000 km of 
converging lines of force into Jupiter's ionosphere, 
and these affect a wide range of longitudes. 

Discussion Following Warwick and Gordon's Paper 

I. Shapiro: What is the strongest evidence for a 
magenetic field on Jupiter? 

Answer: The consistent right-hand polarization of 
the low-frequency emission, and the substantial 
angular extent of the decimetric emission. 

J. A. Roberts: Slee suggests that the fast variations 
are imposed in the space between Jupiter and the 
Earth. How can the mechanism you propose be 
consistent with his result? 

Answer: We have only seen these fast bursts rarely, 
and there may be more than one mechanism producing 
this kind of modulation. Our evidence was that 
simultaneously fast and slow variations appeared in 
the Jupiter data on 17 October 1964. 

(69Dl2-586) 
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